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@Chris Quote:
New blank tabs are always immediately switched to now too.

Thanks, this is a big usability improvement for me (although I was gradually getting used to working-around the
issue).
Quote:
OK, the "bring screen to front" when a new tab has opened due to a re-launch, is done. It only occurs if the
new tab is active. I'm wondering whether it's more appropriate to always make this tab active.

I didn't understand the point you were making here, but what I found was the it still does NOT bring NetSurf to
the front in the following cases:
If NetSurf is running, but I forgot it was, and run it again. It creates a new tab, but does not bring NetSurf's
screen to the front. I'm not sure whether or not creating a new tab is a good idea, but in either case I think it
should still bring NetSurf's screen to the front.
I previously said:
Quote:
* "tab_new_session:1" does not bring the screen to the front, when the window is already open. This
behaviour seems annoyingly inconsistent, since it does come to the front if NetSurf wasn't already running.
I'm not sure whether the best solution is to (1) stop NetSurf bringing it's window/screen to the front when it
is first created when opening a link (is that even possible... or desirable?), or (2) Simply always bring the
window/screen to the front (when opening a link), despite "Open new tabs in background" (seems a bit
strange & potentially unwanted).

FWIW, it's still the case that AppDir:NetSurf URL "http://my.url" creates a new tab without bringing the main
screen to the front. (I did not yet test what happens if it is not running.) I don't know if you intended to change
this behaviour or not, but thought I'd mention in anyway. As I said, I'm not sure what the 'right' solution is.

